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About This Game

Keyboard Killers is not simple keyboard clicker game. In which you should kill meteors to save your starship and your friend
dragon.

- 28 different levels
- 4 difficulty level

- Each level has its own cool rock song
- Create your own music on the special level with 22 various sounds

Playing for a long time you can learn to type blindly (or you can kill your keyboard)
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1. A fun, simple idea for a game. You have a spaceship and meteors are going to hit your ship unless you type the appropriate
letters.
2. I have an anxiety disorder and depression comes with it. When depressed, I simply do not want to do anything at all. This
game greatly helps pass time and slightly improves my mood. No other game has so simply and quickly helped me.
3. Many levels and different difficulties each with a personal scoreboard so you may keep playing until they all say "100%".
4. Fantastic music. As a fan of hard rock and some metal music, I sometimes failed a level because I was enjoying the music
and not paying attention to the meteors.
5. Greatly improves typing speed and familiarity with the less commonly-used letters. Reduces typing mistakes as well.
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